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NOW … YOU KNOW 

LET'S MAKE COMMON
SENSE COMMON AGAIN

 On Wednesday 6 April Stellenbosch University (SU) held an online ‘Vaccine Ethics and 
Mandates’ engagement session. Which seemed more an opportunity for key people to present 
their views with the expectation of endorsement. Speakers from SU included Professor Moodley, 
Dr. Nair, and Dr. Obasa (Dept Medical Ethics and Law). Moodley led and did most of the talking. 
With the invitation questions to be addressed were issued.  
1) Do you have questions regarding the Pfizer and J&J vaccines?
2) What are some of your concerns regarding the vaccine that you would like addressed?
3) If you are not vaccinated, would you like to elaborate on your reasons why?
4) Any other questions or comments for the session?
5) Do you have questions you would like to be answered outside of the critical engagement 
sessions, via our online Discussion Forum with health care professionals?
The meeting started with Covid-19 statistics, vaccine development approval, and an explanation of
the production process. It was reported that there were over 100,000 covid related deaths but due 
to underreporting, considering excess deaths, this figure was approximately 300,000. There was 
pre-prepared information supplied to students on the scope of the pandemic and measures to 
contain it. References were made to the UK with its alarmingly high infection rate currently. 
Premature restriction relaxation was cited as the cause of this. It was stressed that individuals 
need to be responsible and play their part to end the pandemic by getting vaccinated. This was 
also to stop the cycle of infection and mutation of the virus. Students were told, “don’t be selfish”. 
Freedom and responsibility to society were then discussed. The Siracusa principles of 1985 were 
used to explain why mandatory vaccinations were legal. In response to a question regarding the 
Nuremberg code and applicability to experimental Covid drugs, Moodley said it’s not relevant. 
“Nuremberg is a fallacy, it only pertains to Hitler and the unethical experiments done in WW2. It 
does not apply to these circumstances”, and she reasoned that this is because the vaccine is not 
in its experimental phase anymore. Moodley referred to 90,000 doses that had to be disposed of 
and called that unethical that these have that go to waste.
Parents, scientists, doctors, and concerned citizens were not allowed on the online meeting 
platform. Several concerned doctors like Dr. Stephen Schmidt were allowed entry into the meeting 
and then promptly removed. Those who managed to attend called this “a sales pitch”. Moodley 
would not answer questions from people not referring to her prepared data. All other questions and 
information were deemed irrelevant. There was an obvious aggressive attitude towards ”anti- 
vaxers” and people not sharing her views. At one point parents of students were called “Voyeurs”. 
Medical adverse events caused by the vaccines were not discussed. 
This was supposed to be a CRITICAL ENGAGEMENT however my questions sent prior, were not 
discussed nor were they addressed during the presentations. Medical ethics is not debatable. The 
building blocks of medicine were carved by history for posterity. It is not negotiable. It cannot be 
denounced by convenient counterarguments like our ethical “experts” try to do. Medical ethics 
have 4 principles: Respect for autonomy, Nonmaleficence, Beneficence, and Justice. Current 
practice makes a mockery of these principles. This is a fact. One does not need a distinguished 
professorship to understand or teach this. You have to know your history, have experience, be 
able to think, and... have a soul.
For clarity, The Siracusa Principles is a non-binding document developed by non-governmental 
organisations and adopted by the United Nations Economic and Social Council in 1984. The 
Siracusa Principles call for due regard for the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) International 
Health Regulations (IHR), which specify that individuals be treated in a way that respects their 
dignity, human rights, and fundamental freedom while minimising discomfort and distress. The 
Nuremberg Code constitutes one of the most important milestones in the history of medicine, 
providing for the first time a proper framework for research on human subjects. This milestone was 
not a voluntary, precautionary measure, but only came into existence in the aftermath of Nazi 
atrocities. The Nuremberg Code became a cornerstone of clinical research and bioethics.
When learning about the discussion that he missed, Dr. Schmidt said, “to call a parent a voyeur
when acting in the interest of their children is abhorrent. Sorry, but I would not even comment on 
this unacceptable display of bullying, actually an inherent trait of this so-called institution of 
learning which I attended during the days of the broederbond. They disgusted me then and they 
disgust me now”. How ethical was your engagement SU?

The last few weeks have left me reeling. The bizarre behaviour of people still wearing masks 
while driving, alone, in their cars, tops only those still wearing masks outdoors. I can perhaps 
understand that they didn't get the memo that we have been in "altered level one" for a while -
but - not knowing that we are no more in a pandemic as declared by our "honourable" 
president last Sunday night is sad indeed. The COGTA minister didn't seem to get the memo 
either. Many of us reminded her (via email in the 48hrs she gracefully allowed objections) that
she has no lawful grounds to leave "lingering" regulations like mask-wearing indoors or in large
gatherings or anything other than regulations that will assist "rehabilitation and recovery" from
the disaster (in this case a "deadly" virus). Aside from the contentious loophole, the 
government has used to prolong these disproven infection control measures, the compliance 
by the masses has left me speechless. Are we suddenly faced with a new mutation - the 
30days-then-I'm-gone-strain? It is just absurd to institute a 30-day lingering regulation rule 
without any scientific bases. The only two regulations that actually do have grounds to "linger"
are the regulations regarding the R350 “social relief of distress” grant as well as the "covid-19 
vaccine injury" compensation fund. Both of these, mind you, were as a direct result of our 
government's attempts to control the disaster i.e "deadly" virus, rather than from the virus itself.
It's been long proven that lockdowns caused more harm than good and have left several world
economies, including ours, in shambles. The jab injuries in South Africa are rising at an 
alarming rate. I consulted with several patients this past week alone who knew one or more 
persons that died within a week of taking a covid-19 gene therapy injection. 
The Code of Good Practice (managing covid-19 in the workplace) came into effect as soon as
the national state of disaster was lifted. This left many big companies scurrying last week in a 
last-ditch attempt to coerce employees to take the jab. Many, sadly, succumbed out of fear of 
losing their jobs. I cannot blame them really - two years of fear porn coupled with corporates 
flexing their "jab mandate" policies drawn up by well-remunerated big law firms (that are the 
driving force behind mandates in the workplace). Our handful of legal minds that choose to 
plump up their mattresses with morals and ethics and .. the law, are bulldozed by those who 
like to sleep propped up by tightly packed brown envelopes. They hide their shame under 
blankets of denial and wrongful justification. They have a rude awakening coming. Those who
chose to stand their ground and fight for their constitutional rights are fully aware that this new
Code insists that individualised risk assessment have to be carried out before any new policy is
instituted. Yes, a new policy has to be drawn up because all regulations made during the 
pandemic are null and void now that the pandemic is over. Let me refer you to edition seven of
the Vuka News on my comments about the proposed amendments to the National Health Act 
as that deserved a separate piece. 
To those people still clinging to the notion that wearing your mask protects you from viral 
infections, you're wrong. I implore you, to do some research on published studies on mask- 
wearing pre-2019. Use a search engine other than Google for the best results. Don't take my 
word for it. 
To all those employees who have held out for so long and are still jab-free, hang in there. Be 
legal wise. Ask your employer for YOUR new risk assessment, which he is legally obligated to
conduct, taking into account your age, sex, medical history, job description, and job location 
(amongst other things). 
To all those standing in the light, I salute you. Let's welcome those, enlightened by The 
Almighty, to step out of the dark. Let's pray for those who choose to stay in the dark even 
though the narrative is crumbling around them. It burns when you have to swallow your pride 
and admit that you were wrong. It's too hot to handle for many. 
Let common sense prevail.

By Dr Kat 
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In this conversation with you I wanted you to listen to a voice inside my head that creates two 
arguments. I have to listen to both and then decide which voice made a better argument on the 
day. To be sure, any new information could change which way I go or path I take.
When an Employer must to do a risk assessment process they are also having two 
conversations. They have to get as much information as possible for each side of the matter to 
make proper decisions. In simple terms we call RISK the ‘effect of uncertainty’. This can be 
positive or negative. Are we certain of the facts ? Do we have the facts? Do we need to get more
facts? Are we ready to make a decision ?
In my conversation with myself I asked “To jab [vaccinate] or Not to Jab?” It is a tough question.
Well there is pressure to be jabbed from the Government but not for the State Employees - only
workers in private businesses, like you and me. They claimed any vaccine mandates in 
Government would be challenged in the Constitutional Court and thrown out ! [Dr Nicholas Crisp
– Deputy General of the Dept. of Health ].
There is pressure from business. So, are there benefits in jabs and risks in jabs ? Yes, to both 
questions both camps would say. The benefits “To Jab” are given as being in the interests of 
health and safety in the workplace in combating the SARS COV-2 virus and achieving ‘herd 
immunity’ for the Nation. This is based on the idea that the Covid-19 vaccines are able to :
Stop the vaccinated from getting Covid-19
Stop the vaccinated from spreading Covid-19
Stop the vaccinated from severe illness from Covid-19
Stop the vaccinated from being hospitalized from Covid-19
Stop the vaccinated from dying from Covid-19 
This would be good for managing Covid-19 in the workplace and a positive for getting jabbed, 
right ?
But, the Risk Assessment fails as evidence is now available that the Covid-19 vaccine products 
are NOT doing any prevention's from that list. The basis to get a jab has failed! The science is 
clear, and the manufacturers have admitted their products are not doing what they claimed all 
along. Oooh – we have a problem then in our risk assessment as our reason to mandate 
vaccination is not going to prevent or keep the workplace safe or healthy !

“Not to Jab” – Now we check the risks of the jab to help us decide the next part of our Risk 
assessment. Well, over 1000 peer reviewed [checked by top people] published medical papers 
tell us of many very bad side effects of these Covid-19 vaccines. [vukasa.org.za website has 
these documents]. Worldwide as of today we have information showing that vaccine injuries 
stand at 11,221,908 [over 11 Million] and 71,803 deaths ! UK, USA, Europe, Australia and the 
WHO but not any other countries. There are serious risks to these products.
To understand better, in 1976 an experimental vaccine was used and after 56 people died it was
recalled / taken off the market. Other vaccines with similar bad results were also taken off the 
market. One caused over 600 people to die before it too was stopped from being injected into 
test subjects ! The risks were more than the benefits under medical ethics and International 
Codes of Practice [ the Nuremberg Code is one of those].
YOUR personal risk assessment that your employer must do for you based on the Hazardous 
Biological Agents Regulations is critical. [ SARS COV-2 is an airborne micro droplet type virus 
that hangs in the air for quite a while – so it is a biological agent, a living thing]. As this is all 
about a medical condition, then the HBA section 6, requires a risk assessment. This is done per
person. Why? Well your particular work and area must be checked for viral load, ventilation and
the chance you could get infected. It is technical but necessary.
Yet you must also decide: Is the idea of an injection that is not doing what I wrote in ‘To Jab” 
actually worth taking? I mean, as it does not contribute to a safer and healthier workplace. In fact,
the vaccinated can and do get Covid-19 and are also able to be infectious and spread the virus 
just the same as if you didn’t get vaccinated. And now you also know that the Covid-19 products
are experimental. Still in testing and no proper safety information is available. Many key tests 
have not been done. We also have a lot of evidence that these products are quite unsafe too ! 
There are many Doctors who have said they have NO CONFIDENCE in the safety of giving 
these drugs to workers. VUKA SA has that list and their statements.
So, it is up to you to do your own Risk Assessment to answer the question: “To Jab or Not To 
Jab” ? You have the right in the Constitution under Section 12(2) (c) not to be medically 
experimented on. These are experimental drugs. You have the right to be fully informed of the 
risks of the Covid-19 vaccines, but that information from the manufacturers is incomplete. So 
right now , with so many adverse reactions to the vaccines and even so many deaths which 
should result in a product recall, how do you decide ? I asked myself this question , remember ? I
answered NO, Not to Jabs - the risks to my health are too great and I cannot see that a Vaccine
Mandate at work can make me safer or healthier at all.
I am standing on my right to bodily integrity and to wait until I can get enough information about 
safety, for ME, on these products to make an Informed Consent choice. No Company Policy that
did use the HBA regulations could have an outcome for such a mandate when both questions 
are asked and answered. If the workers get harmed or die in large numbers, what happens to the
Company ? That is a bigger risk question.
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On these exemption applications, you will have to choose between Medical, Religious, 
or Constitutional grounds. In my view Medical and Religious is a set-up for failure, the 
medical one will only work if you can prove a previous contraindication to the Covid19- 
jab?? (you can make your conclusion here). The Religious objection normally fails as 
they require proof of a specific doctrine and letters from the leadership declaring the 
denomination and specific laws against the same.
I've seen a denied objection on Constitutional grounds, and it is clear that the 
"independent" panel looks for various loopholes, one of the comments stated "Sec 36 of 
the Constitution provides that the rights in the Bill of Rights may be limited in terms of 
law of general application to the extent the limitations are reasonable and justifiable in 
an open and democratic society and that the statutory limitations imposed ARE 
reasonable and justifiable in as much as it is calculated to contain the spread of the 
deadly virus"
Now I know the knowledgeable people amongst us, will immediately say that all these 
grounds for rejection are unlawful, however the point I want to bring forward is that we all 
know the dangers of these jabs, we all have a better understanding of law as well, the 
problem is, the considerations of these objections are ALL one-sided and non- 
negotiable/no appeal can be brought forward to the panel's final decision. The only way 
to do it is to go forth with the process which entails being placed on special leave, 
awaiting a disciplinary hearing where an incapacity process will be discussed. (Note the 
incapacity process is not divulged beforehand)
The above is a summary of how it currently works in at least 2 big corporate companies. 
The other main last point I wish to mention is the fact that the Line Managers and all 
other promoting staff will always ensure that they re-iterate that the Company is NOT 
FORCING you it is 100% YOUR CHOICE! The last-mentioned will be emphasized 
repeatedly – it is scary how influenced they are, and how all logic disappeared.
If you are waiting in the trenches, be prepared, don't do it alone, get fellow logic thinkers 
together and be a team, and to those who are already there, know that you are not 
alone, and do not give in!

During the Pandemic and hard lockdowns, I always told my husband that we should be 
so grateful working for big corporate entities, having the financial backing to support and 
arrange to work from home. That was unlike many other people being retrenched or 
having to liquidate their businesses due to no operational income being generated. 
During these times my Sales Team had to convert into a Collections Team, having to 
write Moratorium applications for payment holidays. It was tough working 14 hours a 
day, but hey, we still had a job.
Going a bit forward to the current state of affairs, I notice things have changed a bit for 
the big Corporates (my own Company excluded for the time being). I was privy to two 
well-known entities' process of implementing the so-called mandatory vaccination 
Policies and let me tell you brutal is putting it mildly.
What has become clear is that companies will take the same route, and I'll briefly outline 
the same and hope this will help those of us still waiting in the trenches.
Their first modus operandi is to prove that they have shared lots and lots of "scientific" 
data from various so-called specialists, Roadshows, Team talks, flyers, videos, etc. The 
next step would be to get everyone to declare their vaccine status, and most often it is 
with a requirement to specify your reasons. It will then appear as if they wait for the 
"numbers to come in" – psychological intimidation and the first bunch of un-jabbed will 
fall in line. Then after a while, you will get notification of a formal Vaccine Policy, and it 
will clearly state that you will have the right to object/request exemption.

realities of big corporate 
employment 
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CLEAR CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
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Merriam-Webster Dictionary. 
Conflict of interest – noun phrase: a conflict between private interest and official responsibilities 
of a person in a position of TRUST.
South Africa has over the decades seen so many conflicts of interest appearing in the 
government and private organizations yet very little has been done to prevent it and cause 
great harm to the country as a whole. The Hawks, The Police Minister, The Public Protector, 
and the Judiciary have all failed the country to protect the very citizens they swore to protect. It 
is not just a conflict of interest but also a white-collar crime, crimes against South African 
citizens, and a clear act of terrorism against the nation.
I was tasked to write an article on conflict of interest regarding SAPHRA and Prof Helen Rees. 
Well, that is just opening up a whole can of worms because not only is she linked to a conflict 
of interest here in the image below but I have also managed to link her to censorship on a 
social media platform. That will be another story as the rabbit hole goes very deep.
So let's look at the image and see how she is connected. Prof Helen Rees accepted a so- 
called grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation which is her first conflict of interest. It 
is ever odd that Prof Helen Rees could accept funding from a foundation riddled with lawsuits 
regarding vaccinations yet our very own Public Prosecutor was denied funding from private 
sources as it would be a conflict of interest. Strange, it seems this world has a huge issue right 
now with these definitions.
How much SAPHRA received from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation - $ 500,000
What it was for – Development of Solutions to Improve Global Health.
Needless to say, Prof Helen Rees has also received funds from the Clinton Health Access 
Imitative, the Center for disease control, and all just before the Covid outbreak.
Well, frankly she did not use the money to improve health because if she did, we would not 
have had people suffering from adverse effects of these so-called vaccines as they tend to call 
them, when in fact one should call them therapeutics or as some have gone on to call them,
bioweapons.
Not only is Prof Helen Rees the Chairperson of SAPHRA which would be fine on its own but 
unfortunately she has her hand in the cookie jar everywhere.
Prof Helen Rees is also linked to Bill Gates via GAVI by being a Board Member, Wits Health 
Consortium where she is the founder and chief executive director with Prof Shabir Madhi, who 
I can link to social media censorship, and Tsepho Motsepe who is married to Patrice Motsepe 
and linked to the Ramaphosa family. Once again there is a conflict of interest.
Prof Helen Rees is also on the Advisory committees of COVAX and CEPI and is the Chair of 
the latter is a conflict of interest in being on both advisory committees
The biggest conflict of interest however is The World Health Organization since SAPHRA takes 
directives from the FDA.
Now with all this conflict of interest and so many more links to President Ramaphosa and 
Patrice Motsepe (who is a puppet of the World Economic Forum), The Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation, Wits Health Consortium, Wits University, Gavi, Cepi, Covax and via her husband 
Fazel Randera who was linked to Aspen Pharmaceuticals via Liseko Strategic Investments a 
link connection made by the EFF. However, I could not find a link between Liseko Strategic 
Investments at the time of writing this article but given some time I will investigate this more 
closely. You may hide in Google but we have much more advanced search engines than 
Google.
My biggest question to the Hawks, The Public Prosecutor, and the incompetent Police Minister 
will be: WHY HAVE YOU NOT INVESTIGATED THESE CLAIMS AND FOLLOWED THE 
MONEY?
Writing this article and looking at just a section regarding one person’s conflict of interest and 
the grants paid by the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation I can already see the money has been 
funneled from one place to another. Once you understand the full document one can visualize 
that the grant funding was never used for the purpose they were supposed to be used for.  One 
needs to demand that the Hawks, the Public Prosecutor, and the Police Minister pull fingers are 
investigated. I bet they will come to the same conclusion that Doctor David Martin did and find 
that the grant money was used for crimes against humanity.
Prof Helen Rees should resign from her post. The clear conflict of interest, has compromised 
her partiality. She cannot be trusted to protect the nation against unsafe, unproven and 
untested health products. Frankly, after reviewing some of the latest documents from Pfizer, she 
should be prosecuted for crimes against humanity because she was well aware of these 
documents, yet still approved these vaccines.
Now that Pfizer has released new documents, not only should Prof Helen Rees be terminated 
from all her posts, but the entire SAPHRA BOARD and management should have their services 
terminated. They have not only compromised SAPHRAs integrity with the conflict of interest but 
also have put the lives of many South Africans at risk with all the new evidence emerging daily. 
As to the content of the vaccines,SAPHRA has NOT done safety checks nor have they 
requested a private uncorrupted lab to test the samples, simply because of their conflict of 
interest.

By Patrick Masfin Smith 

To the man old enough to be my wife's father who in the most undignified way 
imaginable shouted: "put on your mask properly over your nose" at my wife, 
behind her in the queue at a Pick n Pay clothing in Kempton Park today the 5th of 
April, and those who idly stood by and watched, I want to thank you.
You have galvanised my resolve to never be like you. What a sad reality that with 
absolutely no scientific evidence such tyranny has swept like a tsunami upon our 
society, where bullies like this man are glorified, and everyone else with their 
human dignity covered with a cloth shell,  tortoise-like reluctant to come out of 
 their hard shells to the defence of a dignified free, strong woman who does not 
seek to enslave her fellow man nor is she a slave to them herself, she stands 
before God who has never commanded such nonsense of her. To the Pick n Pay 
clothing store who disgracefully then refused to serve my wife unless she submits 
and conceded to such verbal abuse to cover her beautiful face, what a disgrace! 
How has South Africa which once was hailed for its fight for freedom glorified such 
enslavement and the treating of its people with such tyrannical hate? Our day is 
not one of the cruel dompass, but it is one of the face nappies with the same sick 
agenda of tyranny behind them both.
The prejudice is so palpable and these people are galvanised like a group of 
Gestapo Nazis justified in their imaginations by their virtue signalling, they strut 
around like farmhouse cocks looking for their next victim. The folly is absolutely 
ludicrous, not only is there no backing for this silly new religion these people live 
by, but all the evidence clearly points directly to the opposite. I feel a great sense 
of pity for this foolish man, he can sanitise his hands as much as he likes his heart 
remains dirty, for his harsh mouth reveals it, he can have as thick a face covering 
as he wishes it’s his temper that will really harm him, what pity there is for him and 
those who uphold this house of cards, he and they have invested so much into this 
scam, and with it put their dignity and humanity on sale for the price of some social 
media, virtual reality, thumbs-up-ary, a place their narrative is upheld and guarded 
by those stealing the wealth of the world, making sick the nations, and leaving 
children destitute. Maybe his AI friends in the metaverse will give him a high-five, 
as this ‘play pretend’ new reality (new abnormal) merges and messes with our 
reality and sanity.
Thank you old bully and those who stood with you. I and my family are more 
resolved to live free and to live in reality. We are not under fear, and would rather 
die free than live as slaves to this oligarchy. We are under God alone who gave us 
dignity. We will not comply! I wonder, would this man have shouted so loud had I 
been with my wife? I doubt it, these cowards love the sense of power they feel 
over those who are smaller than them or who they think are weaker than them. (he 
is the real weakling) she just looked at him, and gave the fool, no answer! Well 
done my love, you stood in dignity! I am proud of my wife for leaving the clothing 
she has taken the time to pick out for our two boys, even though my little two year
old now still needs some new socks, he wears them to keep his feet warm, they 
actually have a good purpose, if only masks helped keep fools quiet then at least 
they would do something other than being face nappies, I hope he changed his 
when he got to his car.
I pray that should I come across such Gestapo roosters picking on loving 
mommies out at the shops I will have no second thought but to stand in the gap 
and be willing to figuratively put a fist to the nose of such schoolyard bullies.
To the brave maskless moms like my dear wife, keep your heads high, and keep a 
smile on your beautiful faces. The madness will soon come to an end. Your 
children will rise up and call you blessed.

By Rocky Stevenson 
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Rainwater that has been captured and stored will need to be purified before it can be used 
for human consumption. Even groundwater from a borehole may need to be purified before it
can be used and if you are lucky enough to have fresh surface water available from a stream
or river it will very definitely need to be treated before you can drink it. 
A first step in the treatment of water to render it safe to drink is the removal of suspended 
particles in the water. These particles may be organic, such as from decaying plant or animal
matter, or maybe inorganic particles derived from fine silt and clay. The water should stand 
to allow the bulk of these particles to settle out naturally, thereafter depending on the volume
of water to be treated, the particles can be removed using filter paper such as a coffee filter.
An unglazed clay pot makes an excellent filter but because of the thickness and the tiny 
pores in the clay, it is an extremely slow process. To treat larger amounts of water on an 
ongoing basis such as when going “off-grid”, a sand filter can be built.
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After filtration, provided that the water is not contaminated with heavy metals and is not 
brackish, it needs to be sterilised. There are many effective methods available to sterilise 
water, including boiling, Ultra Violet (UV) light, ozone, and chlorination. Boiling small 
amounts of water is an effective way to kill bacteria, viruses, and protozoa (such as 
Cryptosporidium and Giardia). At lower altitudes boiling water for a minute is sufficient, but at
higher altitudes such as the Highveld areas of South Africa where water boils at a lower 
temperature, boiling should be maintained for at least 3 minutes. Because it is an energy- 
intensive process, boiling is mostly suited to emergency use. UV sterilisers and ozonisers 
are effective ways to sterilise water but the equipment required is expensive and UV 
sterilisers require the replacement of costly UV tubes at regular intervals (typically every 9 to
12 months). The use of sodium hypochlorite (household bleach) offers the lowest cost, 
easiest to use, safe and effective means of water sterilisation. For this reason, sterilisation 
by chlorination using sodium hypochlorite is the process typically carried out in most 
municipal water treatment facilities worldwide. There have been concerns that chlorine can 
react with organic matter in the water and produce harmful compounds, but properly filtered
water will be free of this material. Chlorine is not effective against protozoa, however, and 
thus effective filtration before chlorination is essential. Chlorine in the form of granular 
calcium hypochlorite (HTH) can also be used for disinfection, particularly for emergency use.
Alternatively, chlorinators that produce chlorine from saltwater can be purchased or built.
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Depending on the locality, borehole water may be brackish or could be contaminated with 
heavy metals. Polluted rivers and dams may also contain unsafe amounts of heavy metals. 
The most effective method to render such water potable is the use of Reverse Osmosis 
(RO). Reverse osmosis is simply an incredibly effective filtration system and can remove 
bacteria and viruses from water as well as dissolved metals and chloride ions (salt). Reverse
osmosis requires the purchase of specialised equipment and high energy input (less than 
boiling, however) as water needs to be forced through the filter (a semi-permeable 
membrane) under pressure. Hand-operated RO pumps and bottles are available for 
emergency use or camping. Some people have raised concerns about the possible negative
effects of O water on health. Water typically contains small amounts of calcium and 
magnesium. These are removed by reverse osmosis. Although we obtain most of these 
minerals from our diet and not the water we drink, they can be added back into RO water
through the use of hardness salts such as calcium chloride. This will also improve the taste 
of the water.
Purification of water is a detailed subject that one should research before undertaking. 
Equipment can be expensive, and there are many companies out there who will try to sell 
you the most expensive systems available. A skilled person, however, with some knowledge
that can easily be found on the Internet should be able to manufacture their ozone 
generator, chlorinator, or even reverse osmosis system. Remember, however, that provided
it meets your requirements, the simplest solutions are often the best.

I am a Locum Occupational Health Nurse currently working for different Occupational clinics and 
companies in Port Elizabeth. On the 17th of March 2022, while busy with medical surveillance I 
met a distraught client, he complained about his daughter being sick at home after vaccination at 
her school. Her symptoms started later on the same day after receiving one dose of Pfizer.
Her name is Simanye Mali Grade 9 learner at Hillside Secondary School, she had 1 dose of Pfizer
and suffered symptoms on the same day, fever, severe headaches, sinus, congestion, nil appetite,
dizziness, lethargy, and was bedridden for 2 days.
I advised the client(dad)to inform the school asap but I took charge and called the school 
immediately and informed them about the child's illness. The secretary referred me to the deputy 
principal. I requested to speak to one of the nurses on site, DOH was still on the school premises
busy vaccinating children at the time. He refused and said he will further inquire about the learner
According to Simanye's mom, no side effects were explained by letter or verbally by a 
nurse/teacher before vaccination. Only a consent form was issued to grant permission to 
vaccinate their child.No contact details or any Helpline information was given if anything should 
happen to child-they were left on their own accord...
Later that day after making contact with the school, I tried to reach the dad to find out about her 
progress. The next morning I took it upon myself to distribute pamphlets at the school to inform 
learners about their rights even though they have parental consent. They were excited but 
mentioned that they might not be allowed back at school if they refuse to vax. I explained the 
validity of their rights.
The deputy noticed, came up to me, and invited me to his office. I gladly followed, he remembered
the telephonic conversation we had the previous day. He made an appointment for me to meet 
with the Principal personally on 22/03/22@ 13h00. I contacted the dad again and he told me that 
his daughter was back at school as we speak but not 100% well. At that moment I informed the 
deputy that the child was back at school and that she must still be monitored for the day. He 
denied what I had told him and indirectly dismissed it as lies. He said no learner was sick, 
meaning they did not follow up on her..? I kept my calm and excused myself. He then asked me to
stop handing out pamphlets but I ignored him and continued on common property.
On the 22nd The Principal and I met as scheduled, meeting started with a red flag, he asked the 
name of the learner, clear that he was not well informed or prepared for our discussion. He said he
was aware of the learner and that she was fine. I explained his liability position as the manager of
the school in the event of death due to vaccination. I also asked him if any Risk Assessment was 
done regarding CV19 in children before consenting for vaccination at the school. He boldly refused
to accept responsibility and said he is not liable for anything. According to him, the Government is
responsible, they schedule vaccine drives and the schools are just following orders from the Head
of the Department. He became arrogant, and offensive and told me to take the matter to HOD then
he will wait on their instructions about liability. He refused to take our discussion further and said 
he is well informed about CV19 and he knows all the facts! I kept our communication diplomatic 
and ended our meeting on a civilised note.
Later that day I sent him a letter making note of our meeting, basically putting the ball in his court.
It is his responsibility to report and take the matter further to his Superiors.
Today is the 31st of March 2022 and still no reply as yet,..as expected...

Making a differenece 

To all of you fighting to preserve our 
freedoms but are wondering what you can
do please let me share my experiences. 
I am 68 and small. I am a retired RN but 
done many other types of work.
When you have truth and conviction of 
what is right it is a powerful force. Never 
underestimate the power you have by 
shining the light in the darkness.
Once you have taken action to inform 
others knowledgeably and politely keep 
doing it until it is an automatic response. 
A great sense of humour and love for 
people never fails. 
1000's need this information. Be the 
walking newspaper. It is really great fun. 
Business owners. Shop managers. Taxi 
and Uber drivers. The list is endless. 
Thank you Dr Kat for giving us Vuka 
News as a powerful testimony of truth.
God bless

by Rosemary Layard.

Government are in a self-inflicted tricky situation. They are hell-bent on getting 
maximum needles in arms. To achieve this ‘vaccine hesitancy’ must be 
squashed at all costs. Paying out vaccine injury compensation necessitates 
admitting that harm is possible and real. As a result of an unwillingness to do so, 
we are hearing of unparalleled cases of coincidence. A 36-year old woman who 
chose to remain anonymous contacted VUKA in frustration. She had suffered 
from a brain blood clot which led to ICU hospitalisation. Two Neurologists have 
told her that they believe the Covid jab to be the cause, but only one was willing 
to put this in writing.
This lady reported her injury to SAHPRA via the Medsafety app and obtained a 
reference number. The app has no link to or mention of the compensation. She 
only became aware of the vaccine injury compensation fund later during Cyril’s 
‘dropping the state of disaster’ (although nothing will change) speech. For days 
after this she searched online repeatedly but despite every effort, she was 
unable to find any related information. Phone calls to listed numbers went 
unanswered and emails to the National Compensation Fund (NCF) were 
returned undelivered. On the 7th of April a new link suddenly appeared in her 
search results leading to government documents. As of the morning of the 8th of 
April, however, her efforts to lodge a claim using the NICD’s Covid-19 helpline 
on 0800 029 999 (as advised) are proving to be fruitless. The person answering 
the call on the helpline apparently knows nothing about compensation claims 
with the staff seemingly not having been briefed on the matter.
If this lady (and all others) manages to lodge a claim, time will tell if her 
significant medical costs (past and future) will be addressed. She took the jab ‘to 
do the right thing’, but will government be as honourable? The maximum payout 
seems to be R150 000, but in cases of extensive medical care this can be a drop 
in the ocean. She now also feels extreme fear and anxiety at the merest hint of a 
headache – can any amount of compensation make up for the emotional trauma 
resulting from such an incident?

Compensation Fund or Farce ?
by Sula  Changuion
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